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with the sea, was in amore perfect state of preservation. On the floor of
this but was a rude fireplace, consisting of a ring of stones, and within
this were cinders and charred wood. On the outside lay boughs of
the fir, cut as with an axe, with the leaves or needles still attached.
It seems very difficult to explain the position of this buried hut, with
out imagining, as in the case of the Temple of Serapis (see p. 489.),
first, a subsidence to the depth of more than sixty feet, then a re
elevation. During the period of submergence, the hut must have
become covered over with gravel and shelly marl, under which not
only the hut, but several vessels also were found, of a very antique
form, and having their timbers fastened together by wooden pegs
instead of nails.

Whether any of the land in Norway is now rising, must be deter
mined by future investigations. Marine fossil shells, of recent species,
have been collected from inland places near Drontheim; but Mr.
Everest, in his "Travels through Norway," informs us that the small
island of Munkholm, which is an insulated rock in the harbour of
Drontheim, affords conclusive evidence of the land having in that
region remained stationary for the last eight centuries. The area of
this isle does not exceed that of a small village, and by an official
survey, its highest point has been determined to be twenty-three feet
above the mean high-water mark, that is, the mean between neap and
spring tides. Now, a monastery was founded there by Canute the
Great, A. D. 1028, and thirty-three years before that time it was in
use as a common place of execution. According to the assumed.
average rate of rise in Sweden (about forty inches in a century), we
should be obliged to suppose that this island had been three feet
eight inche3 below high-water mark when it was originally chosen as
the site of the monastery.

Professor Keilhau of Christiania, after collecting the observations
of his predecessors respecting former changes of level in Norway, and
combining them with his own, has made the fact of a general change
of level at a modern period, that is to say, within the period of the
actual testaceous fauna, very evident. He infers that the whole
country from Cape Lindesns to Cape North, and beyond that as far
as the fortress of Vardhuus, has been gradually upraised, and on the
south-east coast the elevation has amounted to more than 600 feet.
The marks which denote the ancient coast-line are so nearly hori
zontal that the deviation from horizon tality, although the measure
ments have been made at a great number of points, is too small to
be appreciated.
More recently (1844), however, it appears from the researches of

M. Bravais, member of the French scientific commission of the North,
that in the Gulf of Alten in Finmark, the most northerly part of
* See my paper before referred to,

Phil. Trans. 1835, part i. p. 8, 9. At.
tempts have been since made to explain
away the position of this but, by con
jeturing that a more ancient trench had
been previously (lug here, which had be-




come filled up 111 time by sand drifted
by the wind. The cngineers who super
intended the works in 1819, and with
whom .1 conversed, had considered every
hypothesis of the kind, but could not so
explain the facts.
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